RESTORATION OF THE MEANI CORNER
COMMON TO
SECTION 7, TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 10 WEST
AND SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 11 WEST

Record #1: July 1856, Corner established by Samuel D. Snowden under contracts No. 66 and 67; 79.00 chains set Meander post between Sections 7 and 12, from which:
A Spruce, 15" dia. bears North 26° West 23 links dist.;
A Spruce, 14" dia. bears South 71° East 14 links dist.

Record #2: July 1887, Corner reestablished by Robert R. Hays, set post for meander corner to Sections 7 and 12, from which:
A Spruce, 30" dia. bears North 72° East 63 links dist.;
A Spruce, 20" dia. bears North 60° West 109 links dist.

EVIDENCE:
No evidence of the post exists. Neither one of Snowden's bearing trees were found, but both of Hays bearing trees were found and distances held as noted in the "Corner Accessories".

MONUMENTATION:
Set 3-1/2" Brass Cap with a 3" stem stamped "TLS R11W R10W M.C. S12 S7 LS1979 1990", in concrete in hole chiseled in the rock, on second bench below section corner, approximately 40' South of the rock cliff above the ocean, approximately 5' East of a small creek.

CORNER ACCESSORIES
Found 36" dia. Spruce tree (Hays 1887) with healed over face. Cut 8" into tree and found scribing "R11W MC S12" above notch. Did not make bigger opening in tree because tree is still alive and standing. Bears North 57° 49' West 71.9 feet to notch.

Found 60" dia. Spruce tree (Hays 1887) with healed over face. Did not have large enough saw to cut 15" into tree to find scribing. Measured to face of tree and added 15" to get to position of original face. Bears North 65° 46' East 41.6 feet.

New bearing tree, scribed 25" Spruce "MC S7 BT" and placed brass nail and washer stamped "LS 1979" at bottom of face. Bears South 71° 23' East 52.24 feet to nail and washer.

New bearing tree, scribed 13" Spruce "MC S12 BT" and placed brass nail and washer stamped "LS 1979" at bottom of face. Bears North 44° 55' West 34.74 feet to nail and washer.

Set a 5\8" x 10" rebar into rock 1 foot Northwest of brass cap to assist in locating corner with metal detector.

NOTES:
Bearing are based on the line between the two Tillamook County Brass Caps in the centerline of Fourth Street as shown on map A-5793 which bears North. Meander corner to said monument in the centerline of 4th Street and Pacific Avenue is North 52° 22' 54" East 3100.47 feet.

Corner remonumented on Dec. 11, 1990.
See Book 7, Pg. 44
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